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Abstract

The Life Cycle Energy Optimisation (LCEO) methodology aims at finding
a design solution that uses a minimum amount of cumulative energy demand
over the different phases of the vehicle’s life cycle, while complying with a set
of functional constraints. This effectively balances trade-offs, and therewith
avoids sub-optimal shifting between the energy demand for the cradle-to-
production of materials, operation of the vehicle, and end-of-life phases. This
work further develops the LCEO methodology and expands its scope through
three main methodological contributions which, for illustrative purposes, were
applied to a vehicle sub-system design case study.

An End-Of-Life (EOL) model, based on the substitution with a correc-
tion factor method, is included to estimate the energy credits and burdens
that originate from EOL vehicle processing. Multiple recycling scenarios with
different levels of assumed induced recyclate material property degradation
were built, and their impact on the LCEO methodology’s outcomes was com-
pared to that of scenarios based on landfilling and incineration with energy
recovery. The results show that the inclusion of EOL modelling in the LCEO
methodology can alter material use patterns and significantly effect the life
cycle energy of the optimal designs.

Furthermore, the previous model is expanded to enable holistic vehicle
product system design with the LCEO methodology. The constrained opti-
misation of a vehicle sub-system, and the design of a subset of the processes
which are applied to it during its life cycle, are simultaneously optimised for a
minimal product system life cycle energy. In particular, a subset of the EOL
processes’ parameters are considered as continuous design variables with as-
sociated barrier functions that control their feasibility. The results show that
the LCEO methodology can be used to find an optimal design along with its
associated ideal synthetic EOL scenario. Moreover, the ability of the method
to identify the underlying mechanisms enabling the optimal solution’s trade-
offs is further demonstrated.

Finally, the functional scope of the methodology is expanded through the
inclusion of shape-related variables and aerodynamic drag estimations. Here,
vehicle curvature is taken into account in the LCEO methodology through its
impact on the aerodynamic drag and therewith its related operational energy
demand. In turn, aerodynamic drag is considered through the estimation of
the drag coefficient of a vehicle body shape using computational fluid dynam-
ics simulations. The aforementioned coefficient is further used to estimate the
energy required by the vehicle to overcome aerodynamic drag. The results
demonstrate the ability of the LCEO methodology to capitalise on the under-
lying functional alignment of the structural and aerodynamic requirements,
as well as the need for an allocation strategy for the aerodynamic drag energy
within the context of vehicle sub-system redesign.

Overall, these methodological developments contributed to the explo-
ration of the ability of the LCEO methodology to handle life cycle and func-
tional trade-offs to achieve life cycle energy optimal vehicle designs.

Keywords: Life cycle energy, Vehicle design, Optimisation, Functional
conflicts
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Sammanfattning

Livscykelenergioptimerings-metodologin (LCEO) syftar till att hitta en
designlösning som använder en minimal mängd av energi ackumulerat över
de olika faserna av en produkts (i detta arbete i formen av ett fordon) livscy-
kel, samtidigt som den uppfyller en förutbestämd uppsättning funktionella
begränsningar. Genom detta kan avvägningar balanseras effektivt, och där-
med undviks suboptimala förskjutningar mellan energibehovet för vagga-till-
produktion av material, fordonets användningsfas samt hantering av det ut-
tjänta fordonet, på engelska kallad End-Of-Life (EOL). Detta arbete vida-
reutvecklar LCEO-metodologin och utvidgar dess omfattning genom tre hu-
vudsakliga metodologiska bidrag, som, för illustrativa syften, har applicerats
på en fallstudie av ett fordons sub-systemdesign.

En EOL-modell baserad på substitution med korrigeringsfaktorer, är in-
kluderad för att uppskatta energikrediter och bördor som härrör från hante-
ringen av det uttjänta fordonet. Flera olika scenarier som beskriver återvin-
ning med olika nivåer av antagen degradering av egenskaper hos de återvunna
materialen har definierats, och deras respektive LCEO utfall har jämförts med
motsvarande resultat för scenarier baserade på deponering och förbränning
med energiåtervinning. Resultaten visar att införandet av en EOL-modell i
LCEO-metodologin kan ändra flöden och mönster kring materialanvändning
och har en signifikant påverkan på den totala livscykelenergin i de optimala
fordonsdesignen

Då valet av EOL-modell har signifikans för LCEO utfallet, har de fö-
regående, statiska modellerna kompletterats med en utvidgning mot en mer
holistisk systemstudie utifrån LCEO. I denna utvidgning studeras frågor kring
optimerade produktsystem, framförallt avseende en delmängd av EOL pro-
cessernas parametrar som har inkluderats i form av kontinuerliga designvari-
abler med antagna barriärfunktioner som modellerar deras genomförbarhet.
Resultaten visar att LCEO kan användas för att finna den optimala designen
av en fordonskomponent tillsammans med dess associerade, ideala, syntetis-
ka EOL-scenario. Dessutom demonstreras metodens förmåga att identifiera
de underliggande mekanismer som möjliggör den optimala lösningens avväg-
ningar.

För att utöka komplexiteten i de ansatta funktionella begränsningarna
har även form-relaterade variabler och aerodynamiska motståndsberäkningar
tagits med. I det här fallet används krökningen på den studerade fordonskom-
ponenten som ytterligare en variabel i LCEO analyser, med dess inverkan på
det aerodynamiska motståndet och i och med detta variationer i användnings-
fasens energibehov. I detta fallet har det aerodynamiska motståndet tagits
med i analysen genom uppskattning av motståndskoefficienten av en fordons-
komponent framtagen genom strömningsmekaniska beräkningar. Denna upp-
skattning används sedan för att modellera den energi som krävs av fordonet
för att övervinna det aerodynamiska luftmotståndet. I detta sammanhang
visas också på behovet av en strategi för allokering av den aerodynamiska
motståndsenergin hos en sub-komponent i relation till helheten, när fokus lig-
ger på design av ett sub-system hos ett fordon. Resultaten visar att LCEO
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beskriver den underliggande funktionella synergin mellan de ansatta struktu-
rella och de aerodynamiska kraven.

Detta arbete bidrar till att LCEO utvecklas i flera olika avseenden som
utgör väsentliga steg mot en pro-aktiv metod som kan hantera livscykel- och
funktionella avvägningar i en optimal fordonsdesign ur ett livscykelenergiper-
spektiv.

Nyckelord: Livscykelenergi, Fordonsdesign, Optimering, Tvär-funktionella
konflikter
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

1.1.1 The environmental impact of the transport sector

According to the European Commission, the transport sector accounts for roughly
one third of the total energy demands in Europe, and for just under a quarter of
the greenhouse gas emissions [1], with more than 80% of these impacts attributed
to road vehicles. This environmental impact has led legislators to introduce CO2
emission regulations in order to pressure and incentivise car manufacturers to curtail
their emissions. Notably, the legislation in the European Union has set a fleet-wide
average CO2 emission target of 95 gCO2/km1 [2] for new cars from 2021, which
constitutes a 27% decrease compared to the 2015 emission target.

Between 2009 and 2017, the fleet average CO2 emissions from new cars have de-
creased by 18.6%, from 145.7 to 118.5 gCO2/km [3]. These fleet-wide improvements
were obtained through targeting the vehicle’s propulsion system [4] and lightweight
design [5]. The former approach involves increasing the efficiency of the vehicle’s
drive train as well as the use of alternative fuels or propulsion systems, such as in
electric vehicles. The latter consists in reducing the fuel consumption of a vehicle
through weight reduction. This weight reduction can be achieved by using higher
performance materials or structures, such as composite materials or sandwich struc-
tures [6].

Both strategies improve the environmental performance of a vehicle’s use phase
and involve shifting a part of its burden to the vehicle’s production phase. Indeed,
the production process of electric vehicles has proven to be twice as environmen-
tally intensive as the one associated with conventional vehicles [7], while materials
offering the highest weight saving potential also have energy demanding manufac-
turing [5, 8]. In other words, improvements that the aforementioned approaches

1grams of CO2 per kilometer

3
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Product Knowledge

0%

100%

Timescale

Freedom of action

Modification Cost

Figure 1.1: Illustration of the Design Paradox [11].

might induce in the operation phase of a vehicle may be offset by the increased
environmental impacts of their associated production phases.

Thus, a more holistic and life cycle oriented perspective needs to be adopted
when vehicles are designed. In doing so, sub-optimal shifts of environmental bur-
dens between the vehicle’s different life cycle phases can be avoided.

Furthermore, this life cycle perspective’s effectiveness in improving the envi-
ronmental performance of vehicles increases if it is taken into consideration at the
earliest stages of vehicle design [9]. Early during the design process, possibilities to
drastically change the vehicle concept and include innovative approaches are not yet
considerably limited. However, considering sustainability aspects at the conceptual
design stage is accompanied by a significant challenge, namely the design paradox
[10], see Figure 1.1. In fact, the amount of vehicle-specific knowledge possessed by
the designers when it is most needed, that is during conceptual vehicle design, is
at its lowest; conversely, as the design progresses, so does the designers’ knowledge
of the vehicle. However, capitalising on that aforementioned knowledge through
enacting design changes is done at the highest modification cost, as it involves
undoing previously completed tasks.

In brief, the tools at the disposal of vehicle designers to include environmental
considerations in the vehicle design process have to both consider the entirety of
the vehicle’s life cycle, such that sub-optimal burden shifts can be avoided, and
be adapted to the circumstances of conceptual vehicle design, where uncertainties
about the design as well as the freedom to change it are both at their highest.

1.1.2 Eco-design tools

Eco-design implies considering all the environmental pressures originating from a
product in a holistic fashion from the earliest stages of its life cycle and balancing
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them against other traditional requirements during the development process, by
applying systematic approaches [12, 13]. A significant amount of eco-design tools
have been developed over the years. They vary in terms of the phases of the life
cycle taken into account, the type and quantity of information their effective im-
plementation requires as well as the fundamental approach on which they are built
upon. Multiple comprehensive reviews and taxonomies of eco-design tools have
been published [14, 13, 15, 16]. Thus, the goal of the following sections is to discuss
the strengths and weaknesses of eco-design tools, with respect to the requirements
mentioned in the previous section, from a categorical perspective along with pre-
senting some representative examples. Following Bovea and Peréz-Belis’ taxonomy
[13], the categories discussed are qualitative, semi-qualitative and quantitative.

1.1.2.1 Qualitative tools

This category regroups tools that can be used to develop suggestions which can
direct designers in improving their product’s environmental performance. They
achieve this through guiding frameworks or questions that help designers identify
the potential sources of environmental impact associated with their product. These
tools are well suited for early-stage vehicle design as their use does not require access
to detailed information about the design. However, their generality renders their
results difficult to translate into actionable solution strategies. Notable examples of
such tools are The Ten Golden Rules [17] and the Checklist for Sustainable Product
Design [9] method. The former uses a framework articulated around ten principal
areas which is intended to be personalised by the individual designer, while the
latter consists of 49 questions divided into nine key areas.

1.1.2.2 Semi-qualitative tools

The semi-qualitative methods are based on a mix of quantitative information, such
as material composition and mass, and qualitative information, such as grading
scales. Using these data, they provide a simplified estimate of the environmental
impact of a product’s life cycle phases. An example of such a method relies on a
matrix-based representation to map environmental impact categories to stages of
the product’s life cycle [18]. This category essentially shares the same benefits and
shortcomings as the previous one.

1.1.2.3 Quantitative tools

These tools rely on detailed information about a product and enable the assessment
of the burdens associated with it. Such tools are often based on the Life Cycle
Assessment methodology [19], they can potentially take into consideration the entire
life cycle of a product and assess its environmental performance through multiple
impact indicators for different environmental impact categories, or using a single
aggregated impact indicator. However, the large amount of data needed to perform
an assessment makes these tools ill-suited for early-stage design. As a remedy,
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derivative tools with simplified approaches were developed and were even integrated
with Computer Aided Design tools to enable automatic data retrievals [20, 21].

1.1.3 From assessment to optimisation

The findings of the previous analysis can be summarised as follows: the qualitative
and semi-qualitative tools are too general while the quantitative tools are too infor-
mation intensive [9]. Another shortcoming of the previous methods is their reactive
nature [11]. Indeed, these methods can be used as part of a down-selection process
[8], where a limited set of potential solutions can be assessed and the better per-
forming one selected. However, they do not drive the design optimisation process
in a fashion similar to how mass is considered within lightweight design.

The Life Cycle Energy Methodology (LCEO) overcomes this shortcoming by
including a proxy for environmental considerations as the objective function in a
multidisciplinary design optimisation framework, where the transport-related func-
tional requirements are taken as constraints in the formulation of the optimisa-
tion problem. O’Reilly et al. [11] introduced and formalised the methodology and
demonstrated its ability to handle trade-offs by applying it to the design of a vehicle
sub-system. In particular, the sub-systems optimised for minimum production and
use phase energy were between 2% and 10% less life cycle energy demanding than
their counterparts optimised for the use phase energy only.

1.2 Aim of the thesis

The aim of this research project is to further develop the Life Cycle Energy Opti-
misation methodology and expand its scope while exploring how it may be applied
to vehicle concepts in order to balance specific cross-functional requirements while
taking environmental impacts into consideration. In practice, the life cycle energy is
taken as a life cycle environmental proxy, and included in a multi-disciplinary design
optimisation framework as the main design driver while the functional transport-
related requirements are included as mathematical optimisation constraints. This
thesis specifically explores the ability of the methodology to handle life cycle trade-
offs (i.e. trade-offs between the energies stemming from the different phases of a
vehicle’s life cycle) and functional trade-offs (i.e. functional conflicts and align-
ments) as well as how both phenomena are simultaneously leveraged to result in a
life cycle energy optimal vehicle design.

To fulfil the aim of this thesis, the following research questions are formulated:

(Q1) What is the effect of End-Of-Life modelling on the resulting life cycle energy
optimal designs?

(Q2) How can the methodology be extended to perform vehicle product system
optimisation?
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(Q3) What is the effect of including aerodynamic drag estimations and shape-
related variables?

These questions are the object of the three papers appended to this introductory
essay. Specifically, Paper A contributes to addressing Q1 by adding an End-Of-Life
(EOL) model into the methodology and studying its impact, in terms of diverse
trade-offs, on the resulting optimal designs for different scenarios. To a lesser extent,
Paper B and C also contribute to addressing Q1, as both build upon the expanded
LCEO methodology that includes the aforementioned EOL model.

Paper B contributes to addressing Q2 by presenting and discussing a method-
ology to perform the simultaneous design optimisation of a vehicle and a subset of
the processes to which it is subject during its life cycle.

Finally, Paper C contributes to addressing Q3 by including aerodynamic shape
optimisation within the LCEO methodology and demonstrating the ability of the
methodology to capitalise on the underlying functional alignments to result in im-
proved life cycle energy optimal vehicle sub-systems. It also identifies the challenges
that arise from the inclusion of a vehicle-wide physical phenomenon.

1.3 Outline of the introductory essay

Chapter 1 provided a brief introductory background to this thesis along with the
aim of this work and the research questions addressed. Chapter 2 presents the
LCEO methodology as well as the energy models used to populate the different
phases of the life cycle energy. The EOL model introduced at the end of this
chapter is a contribution from Paper A, while the rest has been previously used
and covered in [11]. Concepts of numerical optimisation are introduced in Chapter
3 along with a brief presentation and discussion of the algorithms chosen to solve
the life cycle energy optimisation problem. In Chapter 4, the design case study that
is used as an illustrative example for the application of the LCEO methodology is
presented. Chapters 5, 6 and 7 are extended summaries of Papers A, B and C
respectively. They briefly cover modelling details and focus on the main results of
the papers. Finally, the conclusions of this work are presented in Chapter 8 along
with recommendations for future research.





Chapter 2

Life cycle energy optimisation

This chapter presents the Life Cycle Energy Optimisation methodology. The
presentation is composed of two distinct parts. In the first one, the methodol-

ogy and its main building blocks are described as introduced in [11]. Subsequently,
the energy models used in this work to populate the different phases of the life
cycle energy are discussed. The energy models for the production phase and the
use phase of the vehicle are similar to the ones used in [11], while the latter model
described in this chapter, the End-Of-Life (EOL) one, is the focus of Paper A. For
the latter, its core rationale and principle are presented in this chapter; while more
details about its implementation are provided in Chapter 5.

2.1 Overview of the methodology

The LCEO methodology formally integrates environmental considerations into a
design methodology. In particular, The life cycle energy is used as a proxy for
environmental considerations and included into a mathematical optimisation model
as an objective function. In doing so, the environmental proxy is the main design
driver, as it is the main function to be minimised; while the transport-related
functional requirements are included in the model as optimisation constraints.

Formulating the LCEO methodology as a multi-disciplinary design optimisation
framework, where the life cycle energy is the objective function, enables the iden-
tification of superior optimal solutions. In fact, the design solution of the larger
optimisation problem is inherently bound to perform better from a life cycle per-
spective than the one optimised for single life cycle phases or single disciplines.
Indeed, the larger optimisation problem formulation capitalises on a number of
trade-offs. On the one hand, it inherently enables the energies originating from the
different phases of the vehicle’s life cycle to be balanced against each other, thereby
avoiding sub-optimal energy burden shifts amongst the life cycle phases. On the
other hand, the simultaneous evaluation of the multiple functional performance in-
dicators of the design allows the method to capitalise on potential alignments that

9
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may exist amongst its transport-related functional requirements as well as han-
dle any potential conflicting requirements. Furthermore, interactions between both
trade-off types can be exploited to balance the different phases of the life cycle with
the different disciplines.

Moreover, the computational nature of the numerical solution process of the
multi-disciplinary optimisation problem enables the LCEO methodology to handle
large amounts of variables as well as makes it more suitable for early-stage vehi-
cle design. The use of computational resources allows to use parallel computing
methods to speed up the optimisation loop as well as assess the functional perfor-
mance of the design through evaluating multiple indicators simultaneously. Thus,
variables describing the material composition, shape and topology of a design can
simultaneously be chosen to achieve a minimal life cycle energy. The algorithmic
approach chosen to solve the optimisation problem1 includes a population-based
optimisation step that increases the exploratory ability of the framework, as this
category of optimisers is suitable for creative design processes [22]. This enhanced
exploratory ability is suitable for early-stage conceptual design since it allows for
the quasi-exhaustive exploration of the design space, thereby increasing the like-
lihood of the emergence of novel solutions based on combined functional and life
cycle trade-offs.

2.1.1 Life cycle energy as an environmental proxy

The LCEO methodology hinges upon the use of the Life Cycle Energy (LCE) as a
proxy for environmental considerations within a vehicle design methodology. The
LCE, also known as total cumulative energy demand [23], is the total energy re-
quirement of a product over the entirety of its life cycle. It includes the energy
needed for the production of materials, manufacturing of components, product as-
sembly, use phase, maintenance and end-of-life as well as the energy needed for the
transport activities occurring between these different phases. The LCE has been
previously used as a single indicator for the inclusion of environmental considera-
tions within a vehicle design methodology. Specifically, it was both used as a main
criteria for material selection [24, 25, 26, 27] as well as for the assessment of electric
and internal combustion vehicles [28].

Not only is the use of LCE as a single indicator for the inclusion of environmental
considerations within a vehicle design methodology demonstrated, it also offers a
number of upsides. On the one hand, the use of a single indicator has been identified
as a factor that would assist designers in making “greener decisions” [29]. On the
other hand, the LCE is a homogeneous quantity which enables direct trade-offs
between the energies stemming from the different phases of the vehicle’s life cycle
and the ones originating from its transport-related functions without needing any
additional conversion models. In other words, the energy needed to overcome the
aerodynamic drag of a vehicle can be directly compared with its production energy.

1The optimisation algorithms used in this work are presented in Chapter 3
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Furthermore, energy is a relatively more practical metric to estimate as it can
usually be tracked through financial records [26].

Moreover, the LCE enables the adoption of a multiscalar perspective. Firstly,
at the vehicular level, energy connects the different nested vehicle sub-systems
to their wider vehicle-level energy consumption. Secondly, it also transcends the
vehicle system-level scales and allows the consideration of the entirety of the vehicle
product system. For example, the production energy of a vehicle is effected by the
processes used to manufacture it.

The LCE required by a vehicle system is modelled as a function of its design
variables as

EL(X) = EP (X) + EU (X) + EE(X) (2.1)

where EL is the LCE, EP is the production energy, EU is the use-phase energy, EE

the end-of-life energy, and X the set of design variables, such that changing one of
the variables in X may affect all phases of the life cycle.

2.1.2 Mathematical formulation of the methodology
Within the LCEO methodology, the aforementioned LCE is taken as the main
design driver within a multidisciplinary design optimisation framework, with the
transport-related functional requirements included as constraints. The general form
of the resulting mathematical optimisation problem is expressed as

min(EL(X)), (2.2)

subject to constraints of the form:

T(I)(X) ≤ 0, (2.3)

T(E)(X) = 0, (2.4)

Xmin ≤ X ≤ Xmax. (2.5)

Equation 2.3 refers to the set of transport-related functional requirements ex-
pressed as inequalities. An example of such a constraint could be the minimal load
that a vehicle design must carry, or the minimum usable volume available within
a given design. Such inequality constraints can also represent requirements on cer-
tain performance indicators which are related to physical aspects of the design. For
example, a vehicle sub-system could have as a requirement that its deflection under
load does not exceed a predetermined value. The verification of such requirements
often requires solving a sub-problem arising from physical laws which often belong
to the set of equality constraints described by Equation 2.4. Finally, Equation 2.5
refers to the set of design variable boundaries. Such boundaries limit the possible
range of values that can be taken by the design variables, such that the extent of
the design space can be controlled. The boundaries can also be used to ensure the
feasibility of the resulting design solution.
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2.2 Life cycle phase models

Although the application of the LCEO methodology necessitates to model the en-
ergy consumption of the constitutive phases of the vehicle system’s life cycle, it does
not prescribe the use of any particular model. The models which are presented and
discussed in this section are those used throughout this thesis and in the appended
papers. The main energies considered in this work are the ones stemming from
the production phase, the vehicle use-phase as well as the EOL phase. In order to
limit the scope of this work, and to avoid the potential geographic dependence of
the resulting life cycle optimal designs, the total energy required for the different
transportation2 activities occurring between the vehicle’s main life cycle phases is
omitted. In other words, the energies needed to transport a material product to a
component manufacturing plant, to transport a component to an assembly facility
as well as to deliver a finalised product to its end-user and to an eventual EOL
processing plant are all assumed to be negligible relative to the energies stemming
from the remaining main life cycle phases.

In the following sections, the models used to obtain the production phase, use-
phase and EOL phase energies are presented. The modelling of the latter phase
constitutes the main contribution of Paper A, it will be briefly presented in this
section while more details will be provided in Chapter 5.

2.2.1 Production phase energy
In this work, the production phase energy is taken as the embodied energy, that
is the energy required to extract a raw material from the earth and to further
process it and refine it into a material product which can be subsequently used
in the manufacture of a component [27]. Note that in this work, the total energy
consumption required for component fabrication and final product assembly is not
taken into consideration. It is assumed that the combined production phase energy
is dominated by the embodied energy and that the manufacturing energy generally
constitutes a negligible fraction of the total life cycle energy. Indeed, the embodied
energy of typical materials used in the production of vehicle body-in-whites domi-
nates their associated manufacturing energy, with the dominance being even more
pronounced in the case of composite materials and non-ferrous metals [30]. Fur-
thermore, the total manufacturing energy consumption for a generic United States
sedan represents less than 5% of the vehicle’s total life cycle energy consumption
[28].

The production phase energy of a given design is thus expressed as

EP (X) =
∑

EP,jmj(X), (2.6)

where EP,j is the embodied energy of a given constitutive material of a design, and
mj is the mass of the constitutive material that is contained within the design.

2Not to be confused with the use-phase energy.
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Figure 2.1: Vehicle speed as a function of time as described by the New European
Drive Cycle [31].

2.2.2 Use phase energy
The use-phase energy of a vehicle design is obtained by estimating the necessary
energy to move the vehicle according to a prescribed drive-cycle and then multiply-
ing it by the number of times that such a drive-cycle is driven during the vehicle’s
entire use-phase. The use-phase energy is expressed as

EU (X) = NWT (X), (2.7)

where WT is the energy required to move the vehicle according to the prescribed
drive-cycle, and N is the number of such cycles during the vehicle’s lifetime. As a
result of this modelling approach, for a fixed number of cycles, the use phase energy
is effected by the chosen drive-cycle as well as the models used to estimate WT . In
the following, the drive-cycle used in this work is presented as well as a standard
approach to estimate the energy required to move a vehicle according to any given
drive-cycle.

A vehicle’s energy consumption is dependent on the driving style adopted. Driv-
ing styles are typically described with driving cycles which specify the vehicle’s
speed as a function of time. A number of such cycles have been designed over the
years by different countries and used for homologation purposes [32, 33, 34]. In
this work, the New European Drive Cycle (NEDC), shown in Figure 2.1, is used to
represent the driving style of the designed vehicle. This drive-cycle, which became a
mandatory part of homologation testing for light-duty vehicles in 1996 [31], consists
of an urban cycle and an extra-urban cycle which last 780 s and 400 s respectively.
The average speed of the drive-cycle is 33.6 km/h, with a maximum speed of 120
km/h and a total driven distance of 11 km.
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Following Koffler and Rohde-Brandenburger’s [31] standardised approach to es-
timate the energy needed for a vehicle to follow a prescribed drive-cycle, WT can
be expressed as the sum of the energies needed to overcome three types of driving
resistances: rolling resistance, inertial resistance to acceleration, and aerodynamic
drag. The work of these respective forces can be obtained through their integration
over the entire distance of the NEDC:

∫
Fds. This integral is calculated as a sum of

work increments over the distances ∆si of the different driving phases which make
up the NEDC:

∑
F∆si.

The resulting three energies are expressed as

WR(X) = (1− r)gcRCRm(X), (2.8)

WA(X) = CAm(X), (2.9)

WD(X) = 1
2ρacDCDA(X), (2.10)

with the different quantities introduced in these equations summarised in Table
2.1.

Table 2.1: List of the quantities introduced in Equations 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10.

WR(X) Energy needed to overcome rolling resistance
WA(X) Energy needed to overcome inertial resistance to acceleration
WD(X) Energy needed to overcome aerodynamic drag
r Fraction of kinetic energy regained during deceleration, taken as 15%
cR Rolling resistance coefficient, taken as 0.01
m(X) Total design mass
ρa Air density, taken as 1.2 kg/m3

cD Drag coefficient
A(X) Projected vehicle frontal area

The remaining terms: CR, CA and CD, are drive-cycle dependent and are ex-
pressed in terms of distance increments as

CR =
∑

∆si = 11, 013m, (2.11)

CA =
∑

ai∆si = 1, 227m2/s2, (2.12)

CD =
∑

v2
i ∆si = 3, 989, 639m3/s2, (2.13)

where ai and vi are, respectively, the accelerations and speeds associated with
the different phases of the drive-cycle.
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Finally, in this work two distinct approaches are used to model the two parame-
ters which are related to the energy needed to overcome aerodynamic drag, cD and
A(X). In Papers A and B, a low-fidelity synthetic model is employed for illustrative
purposes. In this model, the drag coefficient is fixed as 0.3; while the vehicle frontal
area is modelled as linearly dependent on the thickness of the considered design
case study, further details about this synthetic model are provided in Chapter 3.
Conversely, a higher fidelity model that links the drag coefficient to the shape of
the designed vehicle is introduced in Paper C, further details about this model and
its impact on the life cycle energy optimal designs are provided in Chapter 7.

2.2.3 EOL phase energy
Recycling is the main EOL process included in this study. Recycling can be both
considered the waste management process of a product system as well as part of the
material production system of another [35]. Due to this multifunctional nature, it
is unclear how to divide the environmental burdens of the recycling processes and
the environmental benefits of the recycled material between the product systems
[36].

Multiple allocation approaches can be used in order to divide the burdens of
the recycling process and the credits for the recycled material between the differ-
ent product systems [37, 35]. In a closed-loop system, recycled material from a
product is used in the production of the same product. This approach implies that
the recycled material has the same inherent properties as the recycled one and can
thus replace it on a one-to-one basis. In this case, the product system receives
credits for the avoided virgin material production. If the inherent material prop-
erties of the recycled material are not identical to the input one, two cases can be
distinguished. Firstly, if the recycled material can still partially replace the input
material, then the substitution with a correction factor method can be used to rep-
resent the quality drop sustained by the recycled material and the product system
can receive corrected credits for the avoided virgin material production [35]. Oth-
erwise, the recycled material cannot be used to partially, or entirely, substitute the
input material. In the second case, the system boundaries are expanded such that
the recycled material may replace a lower grade material or alternative materials,
and the system is credited with the resulting avoided production of the alternative
materials [35]. Moreover, in the recycled-content allocation method, credits and
burdens may be allocated to a product system based on the amount of recycled
materials it incorporates as opposed to the amount it produces. Furthermore, in
the so-called equal-share method, both strategies are equally incentivised as both
the recyclability of the product and the amount of recycled material used in its
production are rewarded.

In this work, the substitution with a correction factor method [35] is used to
estimate the energy credits and burdens originating from recycling in the EOL
phase. This method allows the inclusion of the possible degradation of material
properties which may occur as a result of recycling. Within this model, the vehicle
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product system incurs the energy burden for the EOL recycling process of the
materials of the discarded vehicle, and also receives energy credits for the amount
of materials that are obtained from recycling the vehicle. The latter credits are
accounted for through avoided virgin material production energy. This reflects
the assumed practice of re-including the recycled materials in the vehicle product
system’s stock of input material and thus reducing the amount of virgin material
needed for the production of the same vehicle. A correction factor is introduced
when the recyclate’s material properties suffer a drop in quality as a result of
undergoing EOL processing and the recyclate can only partially substitute the
virgin material. The substitution quota is accounted for through the correction
factor and the product system is credited with corrected credits. For instance,
within this context, a correction factor of 0.3 would imply that only 30% of the
virgin material production energy would be avoided when recycled materials re-
enter the production system. This is assumed to be equivalent to an assumed
70% degradation in recyclate material properties. As a result of this, it would be
necessary to mix recyclates with virgin produced materials at 30% and 70% ratios
respectively, in order to produce a product with high enough technical properties to
fulfil the transport-related functional requirements constraining the design. Such
closed-loop recycling has been demonstrated for thermoset composites [38, 39].

Subsequently, the energy burdens and credits associated with the EOL phase
of the vehicle component may be divided as the sum of two distinct contributions
and can be expressed as follows

EE(X) = EP ro(X) + ERec(X), (2.14)
where EP ro corresponds to the energy burdens and credits associated with the
EOL processing of the materials entering into the composition of the vehicle com-
ponent, while ERec corresponds to the corrected energy credits resulting from the
amount of recycled material that is obtained from the EOL processing phase of the
aforementioned vehicle component. The former is expressed as follows

EP ro(X) =
∑

EP ro,jmj(X), (2.15)

where EP ro,j is the EOL processing energy associated with a given material j. The
latter component of EE can be expressed as follows

ERec(X) = −
∑

Cf,jEP,jmj(X), (2.16)

where Cf,j is the correction factor associated with the EOL processing of material
j using a predetermined recycling strategy, while EP,j is the primary production
energy of material j. The negative sign in Equation 2.16 ensures that ERec is taken
into consideration as an energy credit, as it would result in a decrease of the life
cycle energy.

A more thorough discussion of the EOL model and its impact on the life cycle
energy optimal designs is provided in Paper A, while Chapter 5 provides a brief
summary of the EOL scenarios considered and their associated life cycle energy
optimal designs.



Chapter 3

Numerical optimisation

This chapter provides an introduction to elements of optimisation with the aim
of identifying and justifying the optimisation algorithms chosen in this work.
The LCEO methodology involves solving a mathematical optimisation problem

using computational resources. Over the years, a significant number of algorithmic
approaches have been developed to numerically solve such optimisation problems,
with each algorithm offering unique convergence, reliability and robustness proper-
ties. Thus, algorithm choice can significantly effect the performance of the LCEO
methodology, both in terms of the computational resources needed as well as the
accuracy of the resulting design solutions. This choice has to take into account
knowledge about the characteristics of the optimisation problem to be solved so
as to obtain an optimal algorithm-problem match. Therefore, the nature of the
mathematical formulation of the LCEO methodology is initially examined in Sec-
tion 3.1. Subsequently, a suitable optimisation algorithm is identified based on the
previously derived problem-specific knowledge and is presented in Section 3.2.

3.1 Nature of the life cycle energy optimisation problem

The mathematical nature of the optimisation problem around which the LCEO
methodology revolves can be determined by examining the properties of its objec-
tive and constraint functions, which, in turn, depend on the energy models used
as well as the level of fidelity and physics considered. In this work, the chosen
level of fidelity results into a partial-differential-equation-constrained optimisation
problem. These problems are often non-linear as well as non-convex. In practice,
these two properties translate into a difficulty in accurately finding the life cycle
energy optimal solution, as they often give rise to the existence of multiple local
optima.

In this context, local optima represent design solutions which fulfil the transport-
related functional requirements but are only life cycle energy optimal within a
limited neighbourhood of the design space. These solutions can be sub-optimal as
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they may not be the life cycle energy optimal solution of the entire design space.
The latter optimal solution of the entire design space is also known as the global
optimum.

In searching for the optimisation problem’s global optimum, the existence of
local optima significantly affects the performance of the different optimisation algo-
rithms. For a subset of these approaches (evolutionary and stochastic), this results
in the need of a potentially increased number of iterations to reach the global opti-
mum; while for the other subset (deterministic), this translates into a dependence
of the resulting solution on the location of the optimisation’s starting point in the
design space.

3.2 Algorithm choice

A typical approach to finding the global minimum while dealing with the potential
presence of local minima is to start exploring a large design space using an en-
tire population of initial guesses which are simultaneously improved upon using an
evolutionary strategy. However, these kind of methods present, in general, slower
convergence properties than their deterministic counterparts. The latter often cap-
italise on the information contained in the gradient of the objective function to
guide the iterative improvement of the initial guess. These methods are generally
considered fast and accurate but prone to converging to local minima instead of
global ones. This fundamental difference in performance between these two cat-
egories of optimisation algorithms is consistent with the “no free lunch” theorem
[40], which roughly states that no optimisation algorithm is better than all the other
optimisation algorithms for all classes of optimisation problems. A natural answer
to this problem is to consider different optimisation algorithms as components of
a larger combined approach which would benefit from their respective strengths
while limiting the impacts related to their weaknesses. The optimisers resulting
from such a combination are called hybrid optimisers [41].

In this work, a hybrid optimiser composed of an evolutionary strategy-based
optimisation step followed by a gradient-based one is used. The first step aims at
narrowing down the design space to a neighbourhood where the global optimum is
likely to be found; while the latter step results in a fast and accurate convergence to
a design solution which satisfies the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality con-
ditions [42]. The following sections briefly present the two constitutive algorithms
of the hybrid optimiser.

3.2.1 Population-based optimiser: Differential Evolution

Differential Evolution (DE), which has been previously used as a building block
in a hybrid optimisation setting [43], belongs to the evolutionary class of optimi-
sation strategies. This class is characterised by its use of nature inspired search
operators, particularly mutation and selection. DE was introduced by Storn and
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Price [44], who also provide a MATLAB implementation [45] which was adapted to
accommodate the mathematical formulation of the LCEO methodology.

DE starts with an initial population of randomly chosen combinations of pa-
rameter values. These parameters are improved upon after every generation for a
predetermined maximum number of generations. At each generation, with a given
population, a partner population is computed using a scalar factor between 0 and
1. This factor controls the difference between the elements of the two populations.
These two populations are subsequently used to generate a descendant population
controlled by a cross-over probability. High values of this cross-over probability
imply that more values are replaced by those of the partner population, while lower
ones yield generations that have small differences between them. A member of
the current population is replaced by its descendant counterpart and the objective
function is evaluated. This change is made permanent if it results in a decrease in
the objective function. This is repeated for all members of the current population
until the new generation is finally built-up. The whole process is repeated for the
maximum number of generations. A trial and error process is necessary to identify
the values of the different tuning parameters (scalar factor, cross-over probability,
population size) that result in the fastest rate of convergence.

Given DE’s nature, almost no assumptions about the properties of the objective
function are required nor made. In particular the objective function is not required
to be differentiable, since no gradient computations are needed. However, one of the
main caveats of this method is that there is no guarantee of attaining an optimal
solution. In the literature, proofs that certain “black-box” optimizers converge to
the global optimum for certain classes of continuous functions are sometimes made
in the form of limit-proofs [46]. Thus, in this study, a problem is considered to
be solved by this optimiser – in practice – once a large enough population size
has been evolved over a similarly significant number of generations. One of the
other caveats is the handling of constraints. Within the context of evolutionary
strategies, this task has evolved into an active field of research [47]. In this work,
a static penalization function is used for the handling of the functional constraints
[47].

3.2.2 Gradient-based optimiser: Globally Convergent Method
of Moving Asymptotes

The Globally Convergent Method of Moving Asymptotes (GCMMA) [48] is a
gradient-based optimiser intended for large inequality-constrained non-linear op-
timisation problems. It is an iterative method containing an outer loop and an
inner loop. At any given point of the outer loop, the inner loop iteratively ap-
proximates the objective function and constraint functions with convex separable
function, such that the minimum of the resulting optimisation sub-problem can
always be found. The approximations within the inner loop iterations are progres-
sively made more conservative until a point that decreases the objective function
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while simultaneously satisfying the constraints is found. The outer loop is then
updated with the newly found point.

Only GCMMA was used to solve the optimisation problems that arose in [11]. It
was observed that the solution of the optimisation problems was dependent on the
starting point of the optimiser, which is symptomatic of non-convex optimisation
problems. By performing a first optimisation step with DE followed by a second
with GCMMA, it was observed that the solutions obtained were significantly more
consistent, thus increasing the robustness of the solution procedure.



Chapter 4

An illustrative case study:
designing a car roof panel

In order to illustrate the application of the LCEO methodology, a design case
study is considered. The complexity of said study is deliberately limited so as

to keep the computational resources required to solve the resulting optimisation
problem at a manageable level. Although these simplifications limit the real-world
applicability of the optimisation results, the conclusions relative to the methodology
itself can be readily extended to other design cases as well as larger systems.

The case study considered is the design of a sandwich panel, which is assumed
to constitute the roof of a vehicle, using the LCEO methodology. Note that two
versions of this case study are considered in this thesis and in the appended papers,
a three-dimensional (3D) case and a two-dimensional (2D) one. The methodology
discussed in Paper A is applied to the 3D version of the case study, which was
introduced in [11]. The methodologies of Papers B and C are applied to the 2D
version of the case study, which is similar to the 3D case and only differs in terms
of dimensions and the minimum/maximum values chosen as functional requirement
constraints.

In this chapter, the presentation focusses on a summary description of the initial
case study introduced in [11] and used in Paper A, while the differences character-
ising the 2D case are provided at the end of the chapter.

4.1 Description of the case

The sandwich panel design case study considered in this work has already served
as a benchmark for a previous LCEO study [11] and is based on a similar concept
that was studied for the purpose of performing multifunctional design [49, 50, 51].
In the latter studies, it was shown that redesigning the roof of a car using a multi-
functional approach that integrates structural and acoustic functional requirements
resulted in a roof that was thinner and lighter than a conventional roof, while still
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fulfilling the conflicting functional requirements. Moreover, building and testing
the resulting roof design proved that it retained its predicted performance despite
the modelling simplifications involved. Furthermore, O’Reilly et al. [11] revisited
this case study by optimising a sandwich panel for minimum life cycle energy under
structural and vibrational requirements. In this case, it was shown that the func-
tional requirements of the panel could be balanced against the energies originating
from its production and use phases to obtain minimum life cycle energy designs
that met the structural and vibrational functional requirements.

Figure 4.1: The sandwich structure to be optimised with top and bottom face sheets
and a core [11].

As illustrated in Figure 4.1, the sandwich panel considered consists of two fibre-
reinforced laminate face sheets, and a foam core. The top and bottom faces are
labelled 1 and 2, while the core is labelled c. The panel dimensions are set to 1.5
m by 1.7 m and it is supported along its edges.

4.2 Design variables

The sandwich panel structural choice previously described introduces the thick-
nesses of the layers and their material composition as variables. For the latter, a
model is needed to tie the mechanical properties of a layer to other physical quan-
tities such as production and end-of-life energies. To this end, Ashby and Bréchet’s
[52] hybridisation model is used. Within this context, a layer’s material properties
(Young’s Modulus, Poisson’s ratio, density) are obtained from the matching mate-
rial properties of the constitutive materials entering into said layer’s composition
through a linear combination, which depends on the volume fractions, Vi,j , where
the index i refers to the layers and j to the materials. The candidate materials con-
sidered are Carbon Fibre (CF) and Glass Fibre (GF) laminates1 for the face sheets
with Polyethylene (PET) foam, Polyurethane (PUR) foam and Polyvinylchloride
(PVC) foam for the core layer. Thus, the set of design variables is given by the
vector

X = {V1,CF , V1,GF , V2,CF , V2,GF , Vc,P ET , Vc,P UR, Vc,P V C , t1, t2, tc}. (4.1)
1Note that 40% of the laminate is epoxy resin.
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The material properties [49] and production energies [11] of the candidate ma-
terials are given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.

Table 4.1: Material properties of the candidate materials [11].

Material Young’s Modulus
[MPa]

Density [kg/m3] Poisson’s Ratio [-]

Carbon fibre 150000 1850 -
Carbon fibre lam. 57379 1500 0.3
Glass fibre 40000 1940 -
Glass fibre lam. 18794 2520 0.3
Epoxy 3200 1150 0.3
PET 100 110 0.3
PUR 0.07 22 0.3
PVC 130 100 0.3

Table 4.2: Production energy data for the candidate materials [49].

Material EP [MJ/kg] Form of Material
Carbon fibre 286
Glass fibre 30 Assembled roving
Epoxy 137.1
PET 69.4 Bottle grade
PUR 101.5
PVC 56.7

4.3 Design constraints

Structural and vibrational functional requirements constrain the design, namely
two linear loading responses and two vibrational frequency responses. The load
responses of the panel to a localised static pressure in its centre and to a distributed
static pressure over the entire top of the panel are subject to two maximum allowable
displacements d1,max = d2,max = 2.5 × 10−6 m. Additionally, minimum frequency
constraints of f1,min = 50 Hz and f2,min = 215 Hz are respectively set for the first
and second natural frequencies of the panel. The first set of functional requirements
is representative of loading cases in the event of the car rolling over, while the
second set of functional requirements is related to both flutter avoidance under
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driving conditions and the fundamental acoustic transmission properties of the
panel. The verification that these constraints are met is achieved by computing the
linear elastic response and the normal modes via solving the system of elastostatic
equations using the FreeFem++ partial differential equation solver [53] for a 1/4
model of the panel with symmetry conditions.

The mathematical formulation of the LCEO problem is

min(EL(X)), (4.2)

subject to : ∑
V1,j = 1 , j = CF,GF (4.3a)∑
V2,j = 1 , j = CF,GF (4.3b)∑
Vc,j = 1 , j = PET, PUR,PV C (4.3c)

tmin ≤
∑

ti ≤ tmax , i = 1, 2, c (4.3d)
dk(X)
dk,max

− 1 ≤ 0 , k = 1, 2 (4.3e)

1− fk(X)
fk,min

≤ 0 , k = 1, 2 (4.3f)

where tmax = 7× 10−2 m and tmin = 5× 10−4 m are the upper and lower bounds
on the allowed panel total thickness. Equations 4.3a, 4.3b and 4.3c are introduced
to insure that materials occupy the entirety of the available volume in the different
layers.

4.3.1 A two dimensional version of the case study
Considering a two dimensional version of the previously described case study incurs
no loss of generality and allows the considerable reduction of the execution time
of the optimisation process. The structure, material candidates and nature of the
constraints are kept identical to the previous case. However, in the 2D version, the
plate is assumed to be simply supported at the bottom two corners of the lower
layer, as these boundary conditions are the two dimensional equivalent of a plate
being supported along its edges in three dimensions. Additionally, for the purposes
of the modelling in Paper C, the plate is also shortened2 to 0.6 m. As a result of the
decrease in panel size, the minimum frequencies imposed for the first and second
natural frequencies of the panel are increased to f1,min = 330 Hz and f2,min = 520
Hz respectively.

2This length is also used for the case study in Paper B



Chapter 5

Impact of the End-of-Life phase
modelling

This chapter explores the effect of including EOL modelling in the LCEOmethod-
ology. Indeed, in [11], only the energies originating from the production and

use phases are considered. The model introduced in Section 2.2.3 is used here to
account for the recycling of the constitutive fibres of the panel’s face sheets. The
model is used as a basis for the generation of a number of recycling scenarios from
different recycling processes for carbon fibres and glass fibres. Correction factors
are introduced in order to take into account the potential material property degra-
dations that may arise from recycling. The impact of the recycling scenarios is also
compared to a reference case, where the entirety of the panel is landfilled, as well
as an incineration with energy recovery scenario, where the entirety of the panel is
incinerated with energy recovery. In the following sections, the recycling processes
with the highest technological readiness levels for CFs and GFs are identified. Sub-
sequently, these processes are used to build the different EOL scenarios. Finally,
a brief overview of the results of the life cycle energy optimisation of the car roof
panel is provided. Recalling that this chapter only constitutes an extended sum-
mary of Paper A and that the results are analysed and discussed in further details
in the appended paper.

5.1 EOL processes for composite materials

Landfilling dominates the EOL management of composites [54] as it is still the rela-
tively cheaper option for industry. However, legislative measures have been passed
in order to create a shift from landfilling and incineration to processes which rank
higher on the circularity ladder, such as recycling [55, 56]. Research on thermoset
composite recycling has mostly focused on separating the fibres from the polymer
matrix [57, 58, 59, 60, 61]. Three categories of approaches that aim to achieve this
separation can be identified: mechanical processes, thermal processes and chemical
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processes. Furthermore, Rybicka et al. [61] identified mechanical recycling as the
most mature technology for GFs, and pyrolysis, a thermal process, as the most
mature technology for CFs. These two processes, along with chemical recycling,
are used as building blocks to construct recycling scenarios for the car roof panel.

5.2 EOL scenarios

In order to study the impact of the inclusion of an EOL phase model on the life
cycle energy optimal designs, six EOL processing scenarios are devised: a landfill-
ing scenario, an incineration with energy recovery scenario and four recycling-based
scenarios. The scenarios and their associated energy burdens and credits are sum-
marised in Table 5.1, where positive energy values refer to an energy burden while
the negative values refer to energy credits. Note that the table does not show the
credits obtained from recycling but only indicates the correction factors, Cf , cho-
sen and the energies needed for the EOL processing of CFs and GFs. In order to
limit the complexity of the study, the materials of the core layer are assumed to be
incinerated with energy recovery throughout all the recycling scenarios.

Table 5.1: Overview of the six different EOL treatments modelled and the EOL
credit and burden energy values used in the optimisation.

Nr. Description EP ro [MJ/kg] Cf ERec [MJ/kg]
CF GF PET PVC PUR CF GF CF GF

1 Landfilling 0 0 0 0 0 - - - -

2 Incineration -32 -10 -23.8 -22.9 -24 - - - -

3 CF Pyrolysis
GF Shredding

30 0.17 -23.8 -22.9 -24 1 1 -286 -30

4 CF Pyrolysis
GF Shredding

30 0.17 -23.8 -22.9 -24 0.7 0.3 -200.2 -9

5 CF Chemical
recycling
GF Shredding

38 0.17 -23.8 -22.9 -24 1 0.3 -286 -9

6 CF Milling
GF Shredding

0.27 0.17 -23.8 -22.9 -24 0.3 0.3 -85.8 -9

The data sources for these energies are: [11, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 60, 67, 68, 69].

The landfilling scenario’s energy burdens are set to zero as the energy required
for transport activities between the phases of the life cycle were assumed to be
negligible relative to the energies originating from the main phases of the life cycle.
Thus it is considered the reference scenario, as there is essentially no EOL processing
involved. The correction factors chosen are based on the level of degradation caused
to the fibres by the different EOL processes, with mechanical recycling being the
worst performer, while chemical recycling is the process that induces the least level
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of fibre degradation [57, 60]. The third scenario constitutes an idealised reference
recycling scenario where it is assumed that no material property degradation takes
place. On the other hand, the last scenario is the most modest recycling scenario
considered. Scenario 4 and 5 are intermediate scenarios used for sensitivity analysis
purposes.

5.3 Results

In Paper A, for every EOL scenario, the design of the car roof panel is optimised for
minimum life cycle energy for two total driving distances, 60,000 km and 360,000
km. For the latter distance, two minimum allowable face sheet thicknesses are
considered, 0.05 mm and 0.7 mm. In this section, for the sake of brevity, only the
optimisation results for the 60,000 km and 360,000 km driving distances with a
0.05 mm minimum face sheet thickness bound are provided. They are shown in
Tables 5.2 and 5.3 respectively. In all the following cases, the functional requirement
limiting any further minimisation of the life cycle energy of the design of the car
roof panel was the maximal allowable displacement in the distributed global loading
case.

Table 5.2: Resulting optimal design variables, energies and masses for all six EOL
treatments for the 60,000 km driving distance.

Distance 60,000 km

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6

V1,CF [%] 8 0 100 1.7 100 93.7
V1,GF [%] 92 100 0 98.3 0 6.3
V2,CF [%] 99 14.7 100 96.3 100 96.8
V2,GF [%] 1 85.3 0 3.7 0 3.2
Vc,P ET [%] 0 0 0 0 0 0
Vc,P UR [%] 87.5 87.2 65 81.3 76 83.4
Vc,P V C [%] 12.5 12.8 35 18.7 24 16.4
t1 [mm] 0.15 0.17 0.83 0.18 0.55 0.07
t2 [mm] 0.12 0.24 0.86 0.21 0.86 0.14
tc [mm] 54 56.2 17.4 44 19.7 48.7
EP [MJ] 531 522 1720 570 1465 542
EU [MJ] 238 252 272 240 257 232
EE [MJ] 0 -131 -1706 -242 -1389 -178
EL [MJ] 769 642 286 569 332 596
m [kg] 5.6 6.63 8.65 5.85 7.45 5.18

The life cycle energy is significantly impacted by the inclusion of EOL processing
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in the LCEO framework, as shown in Figure 5.1. All the scenarios including energy
recovery or recycling result in an LCE lower than the one obtained for the reference
case. In the case of EOL scenarios 3 and 5, the production and EOL phase energies
are an order of magnitude greater than the use phase energies. Understanding this
result requires the analysis of the resulting design variables to identify how recycling
can alter material use patterns in the LCEO methodology.
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Figure 5.1: The life cycle energy and its component energies associated with the
resulting optimal designs per EOL scenario.

The optimal resulting life cycle energy optimal designs obtained for the recy-
cling scenarios are on average heavier than the reference case, and feature thinner
cores and thicker face sheets. As a result, the total thickness of these panels is
smaller than that of the reference case. This may seem counter-intuitive from the
perspective of sandwich structure theory, as the overall stiffness of the structure is
negatively impacted by a thinner core layer [6]. However, the increased use of stiffer
materials in the recycling-related optimal designs indicates that the optimiser relies
on material stiffness instead of geometrical stiffness to fulfil the transport-related
functional requirements. In other words, crediting the use of recyclable materials
resulted in an alteration of their perceived energy “cost” and leads to designs that
are more material intensive, and thus heavier, yet still featuring improved life cycle
energies compared with the reference case design.

Increasing the driving distance optimised for from 60,000 km to 360,000 km
leads to the use phase energy becoming the dominant contributor to the overall life
cycle energy as shown in Table 5.3. This dominance results in a decrease of the
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average mass of the final designs across all scenarios, as shown in Figure 5.2. This
is due to the need to minimise the energies required to overcome rolling resistance
and inertial resistance to acceleration as they are both mass-driven. Despite the
overall decrease in weight, the previous observations about the intensified use of
recyclable materials still hold.

Table 5.3: Resulting optimal design variables, energies and design masses for all six
EOL treatments and a minimal face sheet thickness constraint of 0.05 mm for the
360,000 km driving distance.

Distance 360,000 km

EOL Mode 1 2 3 4 5 6

V1,CF [%] 100 100 100 7 100 100
V1,GF [%] 0 0 0 93 0 0
V2,CF [%] 100 100 100 98 100 100
V2,GF [%] 0 0 0 2 0 0
Vc,P ET [%] 0 0 0 0 0 0
Vc,P UR [%] 89 88.6 85 89 87 85
Vc,P V C [%] 11 11.4 15 11 13 15
t1 [mm] 0.077 0.078 0.228 0.157 0.162 0.1
t2 [mm] 0.149 0.144 0.434 0.2 0.408 0.2
tc [mm] 50.34 50.39 30.47 49.31 33.85 42.87
EP [MJ] 546 544 826 567 759 575
EU [MJ] 1366 1369 1375 1414 1362 1363
EE [MJ] 0 -121 -708 -233 -605 -191
EL [MJ] 1912 1792 1493 1747 1516 1746
m [kg] 4.8 4.83 5.14 5.42 4.94 4.84
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Figure 5.2: Mass of the resulting life cycle energy optimal designs per EOL scenarios
for the 60,000 km and 360,000 km driving distances.



Chapter 6

Vehicle product system design
optimisation

Paper B builds upon the work presented in Paper A by introducing a continuous
EOL model, with the aim of simultaneously optimising a vehicle sub-system’s

design as well as finding its associated idealised EOL scenario. In this context,
the identified scenario may not be a reflection of processes that are available in
practice. Nevertheless, its identification provides a deeper understanding of the
existing trade-offs between a vehicle sub-system and the processes that intervene in
its life cycle. Moreover, by including process design into the optimisation process,
a holistic optimisation of the design of the vehicle product system is performed.

In this work, a subset of the parameters characterising the processes included
in an EOL scenario are considered as continuous variables and are optimised along
the material composition and thicknesses of the car roof panel. These variables are
referred to as Process Design Variables (PDVs). Additionally, in order to control
the feasibility of the resulting life cycle energy optimal PDVs, a function which
associates the value of these variables to an energy “cost” is introduced. This func-
tion is appended to the life cycle energy such that the optimiser would balance the
individual energies stemming from the three main phases of the vehicle’s life cycle
with the energy stemming from the PDVs, and would result in a life cycle energy
optimal vehicle product system. In mathematical terminology, such functions are
called barrier functions [70].

In order to illustrate this approach, the correction factors of a given EOL sce-
nario are considered as PDVs and are optimised along the typical design variables of
the car roof panel. Furthermore, the feasibility of the resulting optimal correction
factors is controlled through a logarithmic barrier function [42]. In the following
sections, the continuous EOL model is presented and the holistic optimisation of
the car roof panel and its associated PDV correction factors is performed for two
cases. In the first one, no barrier function is considered and the PDVs are allowed
to freely vary between their extremal values; while large PDV values are penalised
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with a logarithmic barrier function in the second case.

6.1 A continuous EOL model

In the previous chapter, the correction factors were considered as parameters of
the constitutive recycling processes of an EOL scenario. Here, they are considered
as continuous PDVs. Hence, they are transformed from optimisation parameters
to optimisation variables. This change in nature requires the specification of their
bounds as well as the development of an initial understanding of their impact on
the life cycle energy optimisation process.

Recalling the definition of the correction factors given in Section 2.2.3, and
the results of the previous chapter, it can be inferred that the upper bound of the
correction factor PDVs is one, while their lower one is zero. Indeed, the former value
corresponds to a hypothetical ideal recycling process that does not introduce any
process induced degradation. Conversely, the latter corresponds to a process that
produces a recyclate which cannot be assumed to be able to re-enter the production
system in any capacity.

Furthermore, it can be inferred from Section 2.2.3 that the life cycle energy is a
strictly decreasing function of the correction factors. As a result of this, it is highly
likely that the resulting optimal correction factor PDV values would be identical
to their upper bound. Such results are not always feasible, as recycling processes
may lead to the shortening of the fibres or damage their surface [57].

Logarithmic barrier functions are introduced to control the feasibility of the
resulting optimal PDVs. These functions are expressed as follows

gn(x) = −log(1− xn), ∀x ∈ [0 , 1 [ and ∀n ∈ N∗, (6.1)

where gn(x) is the penalisation coefficient associated to a given penalisation param-
eter n and a given correction factor value x. As shown in Figure 6.1, this function
of the correction factor PDVs increases to infinity as the candidate point for the
optimisation approaches the boundary of the feasible region of the optimisation
problem. In this case, the chosen boundary is one. The behaviour of the barrier
function can be further tuned through the penalisation parameter n. High penalisa-
tion parameter values lead to a weak penalisation. Inversely, low values correspond
to a sharper increase of the associated energy “cost” as the PDV value increases.
Thus, it is possible to tune the value of n in order to render the correction factor
values, which are beyond a certain predefined limit, very prohibitive from an energy
perspective.

The scaled barrier functions are appended to the life cycle energy to form a
penalised objective function that is expressed as follows

EP EN = EP (X) + EU (X) + EE(X) + |EE(X)|
Nm∑
i=1

gni
(Cfi

), (6.2)
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Figure 6.1: Value of the logarithmic barrier penalisation coefficient for different
values of the correction factor and of the penalisation parameter n.

where Nm is the number of design candidate materials to which a recycling process
is applied, while Cfi

is their associated correction factor and ni is their associated
penalisation parameter. Finally, the absolute value of the EOL energy is chosen as
a scaling coefficient [42].

6.2 Results

The methodology previously presented is applied to EOL scenario 5. The correc-
tion factors that are associated with the processes applied to the carbon and glass
fibre materials are modelled as continuous PDVs. Thus, Nm = 2, while Cf1 and n1
are respectively the correction factor and penalisation parameter associated with
carbon fibres, while Cf2 and n2 are similarly defined for glass fibres. The optimisa-
tion is performed such that the material composition of the car roof panel, its layer
thicknesses as well as the correction factor PDVs are chosen to minimise the pe-
nalised life cycle energy objective function. The first optimisation case considered
does not feature barrier functions, while they are included in the second. Both cases
are optimised for a 60,000 km driving distance. The first minimum eigenfrequency
requirement is the active constraint limiting any further minimisation of the life
cycle energy in all the following resulting designs.

6.2.1 LCE optimisation in the free continuous PDV case

The optimisation results confirm the analysis previously performed to justify the
introduction of the barrier functions. The resulting optimal design and process de-
sign variables in Table 6.1 show that the life cycle energy optimal design of the roof
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panel features face sheets entirely made of carbon fibres with a resulting associated
PDV value virtually equal to its upper bound. Additionally, the resulting Cf2 is
0.47. This artefact originates from the pseudo-random nature of the population-
based optimiser used. In other words, the member of the population that offered
the optimal life cycle energy design happened to carry that particular value for Cf2 .
The latter value does not impact the design as the material composition is devoid of
the presence of glass fibres. Therefore, performing the optimisation multiple times
may result in identical resulting designs with potentially varying Cf2 values.

Table 6.1: Resulting design variables, PDVs, energies and final design mass for the
free continuous PDV case.

V1,CF [%] 100
V1,GF [%] 0
V2,CF [%] 100
V2,GF [%] 0
Vc,P ET [%] 0
Vc,P V C [%] 63
Vc,P UR[%] 37
t1[mm] 0.85
t2[mm] 0.38
tc[mm] 40
Cf,CF [−] 0.99
Cf,GF [−] 0.47
EP [MJ ] 145.5
EU [MJ ] 224.1
EE [MJ ] -122
EL[MJ ] 247.6
m[kg] 1.096

6.2.2 LCE optimisation in the penalised continuous PDV case
Figure 6.2 shows the results of the life cycle energy optimisation for the logarith-
mically penalised continuous PDVs case. The results are shown for a single CF
penalisation parameter, n1 = 1, while the GF penalisation parameter, n2, is varied
from 1 to 10. These results show the efficacy of the penalisation functions, as the
PDVs associated with GF and CF are both limited. It can also be observed that
the GF PDV hits a point of diminishing returns when the penalisation is at its most
relaxed. This shows that the mechanical performance of CF far outweighs that of
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GF, since it is not optimal to include increased amounts of the latter even when it
is accompanied by an increased recyclability potential.

The results also prove the ability of the methodology to identify the underly-
ing mechanisms that enable the optimisation trade-offs. Indeed, the behaviour of
the thickness of the core layer is almost binary as the penalisation is successively
relaxed. The core thickness is constant as GFs volume fraction increases in the
bottom face sheet and the top face sheet thickness is increased to compensate for
it; while the core thickness significantly increases as the thickness of the top sheet
is decreased.
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Figure 6.2: Results of the continuous penalised PDV case. The following quantities
are plotted against n2, from left to right and top to bottom: the EOL PDVs, the
layers’ material compositions, the face sheet thicknesses, the core layer thicknesses,
the life cycle energy and the penalised one as well as the resulting designs’ masses.
n2 is varied from 1 to 10.



Chapter 7

Inclusion of a vehicle-wide
phenomenon: the case of
aerodynamic drag

In this chapter, a vehicle architecture-wide phenomenon is included in the LCEO
methodology and its impact on the resulting life cycle energy optimal designs is

explored. Namely, aerodynamic drag, which has only been considered through a
simple model so far, is now taken into consideration through a higher fidelity model
that involves the estimation of the drag coefficient of the vehicle body shape using
computational fluid dynamics simulations. These estimations are subsequently used
to calculate the impact of the general shape of the vehicle on its use-phase energy.
Not only does the inclusion of vehicle aerodynamic drag estimations contribute to a
more accurate assessment of the use-phase energy, it also introduces the additional
aerodynamic functional aspect, which may align or conflict with the ones already
included. To illustrate the augmented LCEOmethodology, the car roof panel design
case is extended to include both shape-related design variables, which describe its
curvature, as well as a 2D car-like shape that represents the rest of the vehicle body.

This chapter can be considered as an extended summary of Paper C. Thus, a
broadly similar structure is adopted. Initially, elements of vehicle aerodynamics
are introduced. This background information is then followed by a description of
the augmented case study in terms of the parametrisation used to describe the
curvature of the roof as well as the car-like shape used to represent the vehicle
body. Subsequently, the approach used to perform aerodynamic drag estimations
and include their effect is detailed. The final section presents and discusses the
resulting life cycle energy optimal designs for two vehicle shape cases, a fixed flat
roof, similar to what has been considered in previous chapters, and a curved roof
configuration, where the optimal curvature is determined by the optimiser so as to
ensure a minimal life cycle energy.
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7.1 Background

As previously mentioned in Chapter 2, the energy required by a road vehicle during
its operation phase is mainly used to overcome three types of driving resistances:
rolling resistance, inertial resistance to acceleration and aerodynamic drag. The
latter refers to the resistance that the vehicle encounters while moving through the
air. From a fluid-mechanics perspective, the drag that air exerts on a vehicle is the
integral of the local stream-wise component of the normal and tangential surface
forces over all the surfaces that are exposed to the fluid [71]. This force is used to
derive the drag coefficient, which is a dimensionless quantity that characterises the
resistance encountered by a vehicle. A high drag coefficient value translates to an
increased aerodynamic resistance and a subsequent increased use-phase energy.

Drag can be divided into two component forces: skin friction drag and pressure
drag. The former is a direct result of the friction of the air against the “skin” moving
through it, and is the dominant source of drag for aircraft and ships. This is in
contrast to the latter which is the main source of drag for road vehicles. Pressure
drag mainly depends on the vehicle’s general shape, and is mostly the result of a
pressure differential between the front and rear surfaces of the vehicle. In fact, steep
pressure gradients may occur as the air expands over an abrupt surface change of
the vehicle’s body, which, in turn, result in a separation of the flow from a portion of
the vehicle’s body. In the vicinity of this area, the flow takes the form of eddies and
vortices with a decreased pressure distribution relative to the vehicle’s upstream
pressure. This may lead to a considerable suction effect acting against the vehicle
motion. Given the nature of the mechanism at the origin of pressure drag, it comes
as no surprise that this geometry dependent component of the drag is particularly
sensitive to the shape of the rear of the vehicle [71].

A significant amount of energy is required by vehicles to overcome aerodynamic
drag. Indeed, the transport sector accounts for about one third of the total energy
demand in Europe, with road vehicles accounting for up to 82% of that energy
demand [72]. It is estimated that from 3% [73] to 50% [74] of the energy produced
by the vehicle’s motor is used to overcome aerodynamic drag, depending on vehi-
cle operating conditions, particularly the driving speed. Consequently, one of the
primary tasks of designers and aerodynamicists remains drag reduction.

The consideration of aerodynamic drag within the LCEO methodology is not
only motivated by its significant contribution to a vehicle’s total energy consump-
tion, it is also motivated by the physical nature of the aerodynamic functional
aspect. Aerodynamic drag, and by extension, its related use-phase energy, is fun-
damentally different from the previously considered functional requirements as well
as the different sources of energy consumption which contribute to the overall life
cycle energy requirement associated with a given vehicle design. On the one hand,
the functional requirements which were considered so far (structural and vibra-
tional) can be evaluated at the sub-system level; while it is not always feasible to
assess the aerodynamic performance of a vehicle’s sub-system in isolation. For ex-
ample, the structural performance of the lone roof sandwich panel can be estimated
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based on its material composition, dimensions and shape; while the roof has to be
considered with the rest of the vehicle body in order to estimate its impact on aero-
dynamic performance, as it is necessary to resolve the flow structure around the
whole vehicle in order to estimate its drag coefficient. This is due to the necessity of
taking into account the interaction between different flow structures generated by
different sub-systems of the vehicle body in order to estimate the net contribution
of a sub-system to the total vehicle drag. On the other hand, all the sources of life
cycle energy consumption, aerodynamics aside, are the result of mass flows. In the
energy models introduced in Section 2.2, the production phase energy, EOL phase
energy, energy needed to overcome rolling resistance and energy needed to overcome
inertial resistance to acceleration are all functions of the mass only. Conversely, the
energy needed to overcome aerodynamic drag is expressed as a function of both the
vehicle’s projected frontal area as well as its drag coefficient.

To illustrate the effect of the inclusion of aerodynamic drag estimation in the
LCEO methodology, the previously considered design case study is extended to ac-
commodate the optimisation of the roof panel curvature, through the inclusion of
shape-related design variables that result from a parametrisation of the roof. The
aforementioned sub-system is now also assumed to be part of a simplified two dimen-
sional car-like bluff body model. Subsequently, the thickness, material composition
as well as the curvature of the roof panel is optimised for a minimal life cycle energy
while still fulfilling all the previously imposed transport-related functional require-
ments. The impact of the curvature of the roof is accounted for through its effect
on the resulting drag coefficient and its associated aerodynamic use energy. The
latter coefficient is also estimated using computational fluid dynamics simulations.

7.2 Description of the extended case study

The base car-like model considered is a two dimensional version of the Windsor
Simple Bluff Body model [75] that is shown in Figure 7.1. This model, along with
the Ahmed one [76], have been extensively used for the purposes of basic aerody-
namic research into the effects of rear-end shape, diffusers, under-floor roughness
and ground simulation techniques [77]. It is thus an adequate candidate for the
inclusion of basic aerodynamic effects within the LCEO framework. The model
measures 1.045 m in length, 0.39 m in width and 0.29 m in height, which makes it
roughly the size of a quarter-scale small hatchback.

A Bezier curve is used to parametrise the shape of the panel, such that simple
car-like configurations with curved roofs can be obtained, see Figure 7.2. The shape
of the roof is obtained from the path traced by the following quadratic Bezier curve:

B(t) = (1− t)[(1− t)P0 + tP1] + t[(1− t)P1 + tP2], (7.1)

for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. P0 refers to the point located at the roof leading edge position, while
P1 refers to the curve control point and P2 to the end-point, which is located at
the intersection between the rear-end and the slanted roof. The curvature of the
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Figure 7.1: The Windsor Simple Bluff Body in a wind tunnel [77], with the flow
direction being left to right.

roof is dependent on the x-coordinate of the control point and on the y-coordinate
of the end-point. The former is varied between 0 and 0.6 m, while the latter is
varied between 0 and 0.29 m such that the entire height of the model is covered.

Figure 7.2: Illustration of the 2D Windsor Bluff Body model featuring a parametric
roof.

The set of design variables is extended to accommodate the parametrisation of
the roof and is given by the vector

X = {V1,CF , V1,GF , V2,CF , V2,GF , Vc,P ET , Vc,P UR, Vc,P V C , t1, t2, tc, ctrlpt, endpt},
(7.2)

where ctrlpt and endpt refer to the x-coordinate of P1 and y-coordinate of P2
respectively.

7.3 Inclusion of the impact of aerodynamic drag

The drag coefficient, cD, which was previously a fixed constant, is a function of
the the design variables in this case. Equation 2.10, which quantifies the energy
needed to overcome aerodynamic drag, is updated to express the drag coefficient’s
dependence on the shape-related variables and is expressed as follows

WD(X) = 1
2ρacD(X)CDA(X). (7.3)
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Additionally, the frontal area of the vehicle, A(X), is also updated to reflect the
inclusion of the Windsor-based vehicle body model and is expressed as follows

A(X) = (t1 + t2 + t3)w +AW indsor, (7.4)

where ti refer to the thicknesses of the different layers of the roof sandwich panel,
while w is the width of the Windsor model, taken as 0.39 m, and AW indsor is
its nominal frontal area of 0.112 m2. Thus, the design of the roof panel affects
the aerodynamic performance of the vehicle through its curvature as well as its
thickness.

The drag coefficient is obtained through computationally solving the Reynolds
Averaged Navier-Stokes equations [78] in conjunction with the high-Reynolds-number
k-ε turbulence model [79] in the COMSOL Multiphysics Software version 5.3 [80].
More details about the computational fluid dynamics simulations can be found in
Paper C.

The ranges of the shape-related variables were discretised into 11 points each,
and the drag coefficient of the vehicle shape corresponding to every control point
and end-point combination was calculated. The discretisation was deliberately kept
coarse so as to limit the computational time needed to generate this drag coefficient
database. Subsequently, the drag coefficient estimates for all the possible roof
shapes accessible through the adopted parametrisation were obtained through a
bilinear interpolation. The resulting envelope is shown in Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.3: Plot of the drag coefficient as a function of the control points and the
end points of the quadratic Bezier curve.

The previous figure also shows a sharp increase of the drag coefficient for certain
control point and end-point combinations. These combinations correspond to roof
shapes with very steep rear-end slopes that lead to complete flow separation over
the rear-end of the vehicle. Conversely, the envelope also features a minimum drag
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coefficient, 0.106, obtained for control point and end-point values of 0.18 m and
0.09 m respectively. These values correspond to a fastback like configuration as
shown in Figure 7.4.

Figure 7.4: Illustration of the optimal aerodynamic shape of the parametrised
curved roof 2D Windsor configuration.

7.4 Functional dependencies

Before delving into the results, an analysis of the interconnections linking the design
variables together and how they counter-balance one another from the optimser’s
perspective may reveal the potential trade-offs to be addressed during the optimi-
sation process.

The main motivation behind the use of sandwich panels is their advantageous
stiffness-to-mass ratio. In fact, most of the load carrying is performed by the face
sheets, while the core, which also carries a marginal load, is mainly present to
increase the bending stiffness of the overall structure by increasing the distance
between the face sheets [6]. However, this geometrical phenomenon comes at a
price; not only does it increase the overall frontal area of the vehicle as defined
here, thus negatively impacting its use-phase energy, but it also generates greater
material flows at both ends of the life cycle of the vehicle. These material flows are
accompanied with production and EOL energies which can vary greatly depending
on the candidate materials and their respective production and EOL treatment
processes.

The above design aspects are also intimately connected with the degree of cur-
vature of the roof. In fact, curved structures are inherently stiffer than their flatter
counterparts that feature identical material compositions and layer thicknesses. Per
contra, the curvature of the panel increases its curvilinear length, and subsequently,
negatively impacts its mass. Once more, this phenomenon translates into greater
material flows.

Finally, the roof curvature’s greatest effect is, perhaps, on the drag coefficient
of the vehicle which manifests its impact at the level of the associated use-phase
energy.

This summary description of the existing dynamics that link the design variables
together puts into perspective the complexity of the optimisation problem at hand,
while simultaneously providing an understanding of the trade-offs involved.
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7.5 Results

The optimisation was performed for two different roof configurations, one where the
variables describing the roof curvature are controlled by the optimiser, and another
where the shape of the roof is fixed to the nominal Windsor configuration. Both
cases are optimised for the full set of EOL scenarios and for a 60,000 km driving
distance. For all solutions, the constraint limiting the further minimisation of the
life cycle energy is the second vibrational functional requirement. The resulting
optimal design variables as well as their objective function values and total design
masses are shown in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1: Resulting optimal design variables for all six EOL treatments and for
the free geometric optimisation case as well as the flat roof one for a 60,000 km
driving distance.

Case Free Roof Flat Roof

EOL Mode 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

V1,CF [%] 95 99 100 100 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 100
V1,GF [%] 5 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
V2,CF [%] 97 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 99
V2,GF [%] 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Vc,P ET [%] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Vc,P UR [%] 74 76 46 70 55 72 50 45 0 34 1 42
Vc,P V C [%] 26 24 54 20 45 28 50 55 100 66 99 58
t1 [mm] 0.13 0.13 0.52 0.16 0.36 0.14 0.45 0.47 1.37 0.68 1.27 0.52
t2 [mm] 0.14 0.14 0.58 0.20 0.41 0.14 0.18 0.2 0.65 0.28 0.58 0.22
tc [mm] 28 28.5 17.5 24 18.5 27 48 46 35 41 35.5 44.5
ctrlpt [m] 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0 0 0 0 0 0
endpt [m] 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29
Cd 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47

EP [MJ] 46 45 117 52 87 46 97 101 218 124 203 107
EU [MJ] 192 192 190 190 189 192 906 903 885 891 884 898
EE [MJ] 0 -9 -111 -29 -77 -24 0 -23 -199 -73 -179 -47
EL [MJ] 239 228 196 213 198 214 1004 981 903 942 908 958
m [kg] 0.4 0.39 0.69 0.41 0.55 0.4 0.9 0.93 1.53 1.04 1.47 0.96

The different EOL scenarios impact material use patterns in a fashion similar
to the one observed in Chapter 5 and Paper A. This effect is discussed in Paper
C within the context of the curved roof configuration, but is not covered in this
extended summary as it has been previously presented. Here, the focus is instead on
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the impact of taking into consideration vehicle curvature in the LCEO methodology.
The optimal design variables obtained for the curved roof case show a high

level of similarity. The face sheets are almost exclusively made-up of carbon fibres,
and the optimal aerodynamic shape of the parametrised vehicle model is constant
across all the EOL models. This behaviour indicates that the overall life cycle
energy is dominated by the energy needed to overcome aerodynamic drag. This
is due to how the burden from the energy required to overcome aerodynamic drag
is allocated in the model. While the energies relative to rolling resistance and
inertial resistance to acceleration are attributed to the roof panel based on its
mass; the entire energy needed to overcome the aerodynamic drag of the entire
vehicle is attributed to the roof. This modelling choice has a significant impact on
the design landscape, as it turns the optimisation process into a two-step sequential
one, thereby obfuscating the potential effects that EOL modelling might have on the
roof shape. The optimal aerodynamic shape is first identified in order to minimise
the energy needed to overcome drag, followed by an optimisation of the material
composition and thicknesses of the roof so as to minimise the life cycle energy of
the design.

The results also underline the likely gains of performing early-stage design from
a holistic perspective. Indeed, the functional alignment existing between the aero-
dynamic and structural functional aspects is leveraged to obtain curved roof con-
figurations that are vastly superior to their flat roof counterparts. In particular,
the flat roof cases are on average 2.5 times heavier and require 4.5 times more life
cycle energy than the curved roof configurations.



Chapter 8

Conclusions and outlook

8.1 Summary

The work presented in this licentiate thesis contributed to the further development
of the LCEO methodology through the expansion of its scope both from a life cycle
perspective as well as a functional one.

Initially, an EOL model, based on the substitution with a correction factor, was
developed and used as the basis for the generation of multiple EOL scenarios to
contribute towards addressing Q1. The results showed that the life cycle energy
is significantly impacted by the inclusion of the energy stemming from the EOL
phase. Furthermore, the modelling of the latter phase also altered how materials
are perceived from the optimiser’s perspective as their associated energy “cost”
were impacted by the inclusion of recycling. The use of recyclable materials was
encouraged and led to the emergence of heavier, yet more LCE optimal, designs.

Subsequently, the methodology was extended to perform the simultaneous op-
timisation of a vehicle sub-system and its associated product system in order to
contribute towards addressing Q2. This was achieved through considering param-
eters of the product system as variables and introducing penalisation functions to
control the feasibility of the solution. Within this context, the need for barrier
functions was initially established, and their efficacy in controlling the feasibility
of the resulting design solution was subsequently demonstrated. Indeed, different
life cycle energy optimal vehicle sub-system designs were obtained, along with their
idealised EOL scenarios, for different penalisation levels. This approach also proved
the ability of the LCEO methodology to provide additional insights about the con-
sidered vehicle sub-system as it is able to identify the underlying mechanisms that
enable the optimal trade-offs.

Furthermore, the inclusion of the shape-related variables and aerodynamic es-
timations into the LCEO framework enabled the extension of the multidisciplinar-
ity of the methodology and proved its ability to independently identify and capi-
talise on functional alignments, thereby contributing towards addressing Q3. More-

45
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over, this extension also highlighted the challenge inherent in the consideration of
architecture-wide phenomena – such as aerodynamics – in the framework: it is not
obvious how to allocate the energy requirements of a vehicle-wide phenomenon in
the case of vehicle sub-system redesign.

Finally, this work also contributed to increasing the robustness of the optimisa-
tion process included in the LCEO methodology through the inclusion of a hybrid
optimiser [81]. This optimiser consists in the coupling of a population-based opti-
miser and a gradient-descent

8.2 Future work

Potential next steps in this project would consist in improving the employed mod-
els, further expanding the scope of the LCEO methodology, as well as evaluating
the robustness of the use of the life cycle energy as a proxy for environmental
considerations.

Firstly, further work is needed to process the present resulting designs of the
LCEO methodology. Indeed, Ashby and Bréchet’s hybridisation model [52] is used
in this work to provide a continuous representation of the intra-layer material prop-
erties. This model results in layers which may feature material mixing. However,
high material mixing has been identified as one of the main factors that hamper a
product’s recyclability potential [82]. Thus it is necessary to decrease the resulting
life cycle energy optimal designs’ material mixing levels in order to improve their
recyclability potential. This may be achieved through steering the optimisation
process.

Secondly, an allocation strategy representing a stronger sustainability concept
may be used to quantify the energy credits and burdens of recycling in the LCEO
methodology. In fact, substitution-based allocation methods represent a weak sus-
tainability concept [83], as the supposed future use of the recycled material is al-
ready presently credited. The recycled-content approach overcomes this temporal
ambiguity by crediting the system for its actual (present) use of recyclates [35].
However, this method does not promote the use of recyclable materials. Thus, its
inclusion in the LCEO methodology may result in life cycle energy optimal de-
signs with limited recyclability potentials. The equal-share method alleviates this
limitation by equally incentivising the use of recyclates as well as the use of recy-
clable materials. Consequently, the life cycle energy optimal designs related to this
approach may embody a relatively stronger sustainability concept.

Moreover, in order to overcome the challenge raised by the consideration of
architecture-wide phenomena in general, and aerodynamics in particular, a method-
ology to identify the energy contribution of the car roof panel to the total energy
required by the vehicle to overcome aerodynamic drag may be identified.

Additionally, the scope of the LCEO methodology could be expanded by in-
cluding elements of robust design and economic aspects. On the one hand, due
to the sensitivity of the resulting designs to the modelling parameters needed to
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estimate the contributions of the different life cycle phases to the total life cycle en-
ergy requirement, forward uncertainty quantification may be included in the LCEO
methodology to enable robust life cycle energy optimal designs. On the other hand,
the inclusion of multi-objective analysis and economic aspects have been identified
as strategies that would facilitate the adoption of eco-design tools in companies [16].
Economic aspects could be included in the LCEO methodology as cost constraints,
expressed in the form of Equation 2.3, or as an additional objective function. In the
latter case, a life cycle costing model could be included in the LCEO methodology
to enable the multi-objective design optimisation of vehicle concepts. In doing so,
trade-offs in terms of life cycle energy demand, functional requirements and cost
constraints can be achieved.

Finally, the environmental impact of the life cycle energy optimal designs could
be assessed through other indicators in order to identify the potential impacts that
may not be entirely captured by the life cycle energy as a proxy for environmental
considerations.
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